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The Meeting
Our speaker this month will be Charlie
Fairbrother. Charlie is a professional clock
repairman who has been working on a
reproduction of a Masonic clock which has
involved having castings made and machined
to build the case for the clock.
I have to bring to your attention that the work
on the Jackson Room is still a work in
progress. It is not definite at the time of this
writing just where we will be holding the
meeting - be it the Jackson Room or the
Appleton Room or if we will have to just sit
around in the museum itself so be watchful
when you arrive.
Last month we had a great show and tell
period that made the meeting run a little long
but I feel that show and tell is a very important
part of our meeting. Charlie said he doesn’t
have a very long talk prepared and is planning
on a lot of questions so a good amount of
show and tell would help fill the evening.

Miscellaneous Ramblings
Bea and I had three great rambles this past
month. The first one was at the Saugus Iron
Works. I want to thank everyone who came
out either as an exhibitor or just to enjoy the
park and the actual Iron pour. If anyone made
a casting, bring it along to the meeting and
show off your handiwork. The day was really
great, New England weather wise - nice and
sunny and we had lots of shade thanks to the
tent Park Rangers provided. Speaking of the
Park Rangers, I must give a special thanks for
the terrific hosts they are to us. Any questions
or extra needs we had were warmly
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and quickly met. As a matter of fact when we tell them we
are all set they seem almost disappointed that they can’t
give us more help.
I guess I should have taken an attendance of the exhibitors
because as I mention names, I most surely will have
forgotten someone.
David Baker had a class at the Academy so he wasn’t
personally in attendance but he did, as he called them,
send his parental units with his display, ROV, foundry, and
the beam engine he is working on.
Les Russell had his miniature Sterling in his shirt pocket
which he demonstrated a number of times utilizing a huge
alcohol torch as a heat source.
There was a fellow who’s name I didn’t catch who had an
ironing board full of unique antique farm kitchen and shop
tools and machines.
Norm Jones had his Hero’s Fountain spouting water all day
and his Merry and Sterling-pumping engine.
Bill Bracket brought along a nice display including a beam
engine, a vertical steam engine, a small flywheel device
that I need an explanation of and his great South Pointing
Chariot.
Todd and Amy had Todd’s display up and running all day
long.
Herb Cotterly had three of his gas engines running at
various times.

see, it has very high green strength so the castings came
out nice and crisp.
The Down Feed
This was the first time I got to use my new variable volume
flask.

Before Turning Over

Photo by R. G. Sparber

With a flask this heavy, I use a ratchet strap to hold the
boards to the flask before trying to turn it over. A few clicks
of the ratchet and nothing slides.
Variable Volume Flask

Photo by R. G. Sparber

I configured the cope and drag to be rectangular. For some
crazy reason, I kept thinking they were only good as
squares.

Flask with Pattern

Photo by R. G. Sparber

After rolling the drag, you can see the pattern and gate
system. Very little sand shows on the aluminum frame of
the flask. This proves that the flask was squarely down on
the molding board and should therefore be a good tight fit
to the cope.
Pattern Loaded

Photo by R. G. Sparber

The molding board is down and the pattern with gate
system dusted. It is a bit snug on the sides but since this is
aluminum and not wood, it can take a lot more heat. The
sprue will fit in a hole near the center of the block at the
center of the gate system.

Weak Petrobond Photo by R. G. Sparber

Here is where I started to figure out that the old Petrobond
was very weak. Some edges are clean but there is a lot of
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breakout. This is a small part so there was still plenty of
sand left to prevent drop out.

Back View
Sprue & Cutter

And the back looks fine, too. The two divots are my holes
for drawing the pattern.

Photo by R. G. Sparber

The sprue was cut with my home made sprue cutter, which
works great. The flask was then closed and moved over to
the casting area.

The Clapper Box

Clapper Box in Flask
Result

Photo by R. G. Sparber

Photo by R. G. Sparber

I used the same gate system but you can see that the
pattern is not as wide as the last one, so I just had to cut
some sand.

You can clearly see every place that looked bad in the
mold. Yet this can be cleaned up with machining.

Side View

Photo by R. G. Sparber

With Gate Removed

Photo by R. G. Sparber

Photo by R. G. Sparber

I chose to pull the gate system first and do my cuts with the
clapper box pattern still in place.

It does not look too bad from the side.
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Petrobond Imprint

Back View

Photo by R. G. Sparber

Photo by R. G. Sparber

The top side looks the best.

The weak Petrobond broke a little. This is not so bad but
will require some machining of the casting to clean up. You
can also see the corner in the upper center area cracked.
Otherwise, it is a clean imprint.

Stay Tuned for part 30 from R. G. Sparber next month.
Keep sending me email with questions and interesting
shaper stories.
My email address is: KayPatFisher@gmail.com

White Steam Generator
Rolly Evans

¼ scale model White steam automobile generator
They don’t call them boilers because it’s really one long
piece of pipe, called a mono tube generator.

Result

But the White 20 HP generator is unique in that it is
comprised of seven spiral coil sections and a double
bottom grid used as a superheater. Feed water comes in at
the top coil and goes down to the next coil in succession
but each coil returns to the top before dropping down to the
next level.

Photo by R. G. Sparber

With a bit of machining, this will do.

Side View

Photo by R. G. Sparber

From the side it doesn't look bad.

Top Coil
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Tube Bender
Middle Coil

The bottom coil is formed in a grid so as to support all the
spiral coils above it and the grid is supported by a
scalloped cast iron ring that forms the combustion
chamber. This ring forms the frame for the fabrication of the
outer jacket as well as the mounting of the burner plate.

Bending Jig

Bottom Coil

I wanted to make a model to show the uniqueness of the
coil stack and the combustion ring. This was a challenging
project. I visited two friends that have White steam cars
and have had the generators out of the cars for repair. I
also studied photos and other catalog drawings for details.
Several owners who have worked on these generators
have said I got it right.
For the model, the combustion chamber was drawn out in
CAD and then a water jet cut the outer and inner shapes
from one-inch plate which were then machined on the
Bridgeport.

Completed Sub-assemblies

The tubing I used is heavy wall 3/16 copper. I made a jig to
wind all the spirals before bending the necessary offsets. I
used 1/8 strip of leather for spacing while winding the spiral
windings. I also had to make a tubing bender for two
different radius bends.
6

be wired directly to the output pins on the micro, but this is
not universally true. Many higher performance H-Bridges
will require special driver circuits.

Circuit Corner
George Gallant

Our software task will be to instruct the processor to
activate the appropriate transistors to regulate the
voltage/current in the motor and maintain a target speed.
To regulate the voltage, we will use Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM). The processor will assert output pins to
turn the transistors ON for a portion of a cycle. Fortunately,
the PIC DSP33FJ (and most other embedded CPUs) have
hardware support for PWM. In its simplest form you:
1. Set one register to specify the period (frequency).
2. Set another register to specify the ON time.
3. Setup the time-base.
4. Enable the module.
The operating frequency (period) will influence the stability
of the motor speed. Take an extreme case. You turn the
motor on for 10 seconds and then let it spin without power
for 50 seconds. There will be an average speed but
probably not what you want. The trick to smooth operation
is to pulse the motor such that you never turn off the
current. Ideally that would be at a very high frequency.
However, the higher the frequency, the more the switching
losses (transistors consume more energy while not in the
ON or OFF states). Another possible concern is the motor
will “sing” so you might want to avoid switching frequencies
in the human audio range. All said and done, the “ideal”
operating frequency appears to be in the 20kHz to 40kHz
range.

I have had a request to explain how to drive a DC motor
from a microprocessor. For example purposes, we will use
a Pittman model GM8712J089-R1 motor and a Microchip
dsp33FJ64M804 processor (both selected because I have
them).
Firstly: I am not formally trained in electric motors. Nor do I
do it for a living. What I have learned is based on reading
articles, talking to others, and experimentation.
Simply stated, you drive a motor by supplying sufficient
power where power is the product of the current and the
voltage. As the motor rotates, it behaves like a generator.
The motor will accelerate until this electromotive force
(back EMF) equals the power supplied.
Our motor is rated at approximately 500mAmp at 24V while
our processor is 25mAmp at 3.3V. Clearly this cannot be
directly connected.
The solid state glue need to hook the motor to the
processor is called an H-Bridge which consists of 4
transistors as shown below. You can build your own or
purchase a dedicated IC. For simplicity purposes, the
drawing shows conventional PNP & NPN transistors. Most
modern H-Bridges will be construction using MOSFETs
due to their superior performance in the ON state.

To accurately control the speed you will need feedback. A
nice feature of the GM8712 motor is that it contains a
quadrature encoder (100 slots). Encoders typically have 2
optical transceivers that are mechanically placed 90º apart.
Typically the output from the encoders are named A & B.
Other feedback schemes use Hall-effect sensors, variable
resistors, back EMF sensors, or detecting the noise
generated by commutator spikes.
With the quadrature encoder you can either measure the
pulse width or count the number of transitions per unit time
to compute the motor speed. Again the DSP
microprocessor has hardware to support edge detection. It
is appropriately named the Quadrature Encoder Interface
(QEI) and it will count the transitions on both inputs. A nice
side effect of quadrature encoding is that you can also
deduce the direction of rotation. If the transitions on A
precede B then the direction is opposite of B preceding A.

Turning on transistors Q1 & Q4 will drive motor in one
direction while turning on transistors Q3 & Q2 will drive the
motor in the reverse direction. Enabling both Q1 & Q2 or
Q3 & Q4 at the same time will result in a short circuit (bad
idea!) while enabling Q1 & Q3 or Q2 & Q4 will result in a
braking operation (may require additional components).
Just follow the arrows to draw a current path.

There are a number of conditions that can be mitigated
when using a micro-controller to drive motors. The first is
detecting stalls. DC motors consume significantly more
current when stalled. Remember the back EMF? Your hbridge is probably sized (power) to drive the motor under
normal loads. Excessive current will produce heat that the
package cannot dissipate. Then the little smoke appears.
Placing a sense resistor in series with the h-bridge power
and measuring the voltage across it will enable you to
monitor the current. This resistor will consume power so
use the lowest value possible. You could also use the QEI
to indicate that the motor is not turning as expected. Note:
this doesn't work for assemblies that may slip.

DC motors can be modeled as a resistor in series with an
inductor. The resistance affects the steady state current
while the inductor impedes any changes in current. The
diodes provide a low impedance path back to the power
source when the transistor are switched OFF. Without the
diodes, the transistors will be toast.
Lately I have been favoring the Rohm BD622 series of
parts because they are easy to solder and contain the built
in protection diodes. Their ON resistance isn’t great, but
the ease of fabrication wins. Whatever chip you decide on,
read the spec sheet!!! The BD622 (and many others) can
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